The Well-Being of America’s Children
Developing and Improving the Child and Youth Well-Being Index

Contents

Fields of interests
Quality of Life Research; Child and School Psychology; Maternal and Child Health

Target groups
Research

Discount group
P

Available
2012. 185 p. (Children’s Well-Being: Indicators and Research, Volume 6) Hardcover
► approx. $139.00
ISBN 978-94-007-4091-4

New Series
Global Migration Issues
Series editor: F. Laczko

This book series contributes to the global discussion about the future of migration policy through the publication of a series of books on emerging migration issues. Most reports on migration policy tend to focus on national or regional perspectives; books in this series will focus on global policy challenges, such as the impact of climate change or the global economic crisis, on migration.

This series is closely linked to the production of IOM’s World Migration Report. Some of the books in this series will be based on research which has been prepared for the World Migration Report.

The series also includes a special focus on the linkages between migration and development, and the themes discussed each year at the Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD), given the growing policy interest in harnessing the benefits of migration for development.
Global Perspectives on Migration and Development
GFMD Puerto Vallarta and Beyond

Contents

Fields of interests
Migration; Development Economics; Human Rights

Target groups
Research

Discount group
P

Migration and Transformation:
Multi-Level Analysis of Migrant Transnationalism

P. Pitkänen, University of Tampere, Finland; A. Içduygu, D. Sert, Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey (Eds.)

Features
- Focusses on the complex and multi-level processes of migrant transnationalism
- Adopts a multi-disciplinary approach
- Based on the findings of the three-year research project TRANS-NET

Contents

Fields of interests
Migration; Population Economics; International and Comparative Education

Target groups
Research

Discount group
P

Confronting Genocide

R. Provost, McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada; P. Akhavan, McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada (Eds.)

Contents

Fields of interests
Political Science; general; Criminology & Criminal Justice; Private International Law, International & Foreign Law, Comparative Law

Target groups
Research

Discount group
P
Work and Quality of Life

Ethical Practices in Organizations

Contents


Quality of Life Research; Industrial and Organisational Psychology; Human Resource Management

Target groups

Research

Discount group

P

Available


$299.00

ISBN 978-94-007-4058-7

2012. XII, 308 p. (International Perspectives on Aging, Volume 2) Hardcover

$179.00


2012. VII, 310 p. Hardcover

$179.00

ISBN 978-94-007-3860-1

Population Aging

The Transformation of Societies

Population Aging: The Transformation of Societies presents an overview and international comparison of the causes, consequences and policy implications of one of the major processes of change in contemporary societies. It provides a foundation for understanding and reflecting on key demographic and social trends, together with related theoretical and policy frameworks that are important in explaining changes and designing informed responses.

Features

- Presents new research on trends and the explanation of them - Compares developments in Europe, North America, Asia and Australasia - Evaluates theories and explains prospective impacts of demographic changes

Contents


Fields of interest

Aging

Target groups

Research

Discount group

P

The Role of Community-Mindedness in the Self-Regulation of Drug Cultures

A Case Study from the Shetland Islands

Contents


Fields of interest

Sociology, general; Criminology & Criminal Justice; Community and Environmental Psychology

Target groups

Research

Discount group

P
L. O. Stone, University of Montreal, QC, Canada (Ed.)

**Key Demographics in Retirement Risk Management**

**Features**
- Uses multivariate prediction modeling to identify population segments (key demographics) 
- Provides multivariate analyses of factors in pre-retirees’ decisions to delay retirement and their usage of professional financial advisors. 
- Provides analytical tools that help researchers who need to target multidimensional population segments in contexts where cross-tabulations are unusable 
- Contains analysis of factors that help to explain three steps toward use of professional financial advisors 
- Presents unique charts about the age pattern of the one-year probability of going into retirement within an ageing cohort and about older-worker flows into and out of labour market statuses

**Contents**

**Fields of interests**
Aging; Demography; Population Economics

**Target groups**
Research

**Discount group**
P

---

D. A. Swanson, University of California, Riverside, CA, USA; J. Tayman, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA

**Subnational Population Estimates**

Providing a unified and comprehensive treatment of the theory and techniques of sub-national population estimation, this much-needed publication does more than collate disparate source material. It examines hitherto unexplored methodological links between differing types of estimation from both the demographic and sample-survey traditions and is a self-contained primer that combines academic rigor with a wealth of real-world examples that are useful models for demographers.

**Features**
- Most comprehensive treatment of subnational demographic estimates 
- A rigorously scholarly work combined with a user-oriented pragmatic approach 
- A broad range of real-world examples of the applications and uses

**Contents**

**Fields of interests**
Demography; Statistics, general

**Target groups**
Research

**Discount group**
P

---

A. A. Toscano, University of North Carolina, NC, USA

**Marconi’s Wireless and the Rhetoric of a New Technology**

This book examines the discourse surrounding the wireless, created by the Anglo-Italian inventor Guglielmo Marconi. The wireless excited early twentieth-century audiences before it even became a viable black box technology. The wireless adhered to modernist values—speed, efficiency, militarization, and progress. Language surrounding the wireless is a form of technical communication, overlooked by today’s practitioners. This book establishes a broader definition for technical communication by examining a selection of the discourse surrounding Marconi’s wireless.

**Features**
- Describes how a technology, specifically the wireless, adheres to cultural values 
- Provides the first rhetorical analysis of Marconi’s wireless explaining how this historical technology fits modernist values of the early 20th century 
- Shows how to apply a rhetorical lens to new technologies

**Contents**

**Fields of interests**
Social Sciences, general; Regional and Cultural Studies; Philosophy (general)

**Target groups**
Research

**Discount group**
P

---

Available
$129.00
ISBN 978-94-007-4043-3

Available
2012. XII, 446 p. 34 illus., 23 in color. (The Springer Series on Demographic Methods and Population Analysis, Volume 31) Hardcover
$189.00

Available
2012. XX, 145 p. 2 illus. (SpringerBriefs in Sociology) Softcover
$69.95

---